
CS 330: Homework 5
LOLify

1 Description

Your goal in this homework is to develop just a little bit of functional language muscle. You
will do this in the context of writing a plugin for the GNU Image Manipulation Program
(the GIMP), a freely available image editor. Your plugin will allow users to add LOLcat
captions to images.

Before you get started, please do the following:

1. Download the GIMP.

2. Browse http://www.google.com/search?q=lolcat&tbm=isch.

3. Skim http://docs.gimp.org/2.6/en/gimp-using-script-fu-tutorial.html.

4. Read http://gimp-gate.dreamwidth.org/6562.html.

2 Requirements

Your task is to make a plugin that mechanizes the process described at the Dreamwidth link
above. Write it in a file named exactly lolify.scm. The plugin must do the following:

1. Register itself under the CS330 menu with the line

(script-fu-menu-register "lolify" "<Image>/CS330/USERNAME")

where USERNAME is replaced with your UWEC username.

2. Operate on an existing image.

3. Offer the user two widgets: one to enter the caption text, and one to pick the font size.

4. Create a new text layer with the user’s text in white Impact font and with the size
specified in the widget.

5. Create a second layer which contains the black outline of the first layer’s text. Do this

by selecting the text of the first layer, growing it by size
16

pixels, and filling the selection
in black. (Make sure the black outline is complete. That is, it should not get clipped
if in growing it extends beyond the canvas. If the user drags the layer around, the
outline should be unbroken.)

6. Order image layers properly. Raise or lower the layers so that the original image is
backmost, the black padded text is in the middle, and the white text is frontmost.
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7. Consolidate the added layers into one. After ordering, merge the white text layer down
with the black layer.

8. Leave nothing selected when it finishes.

9. Encapsulate the whole sequence of operations to add the caption as one undoable
action. That is, a single Undo operation should revert the image back to the state it
was in before the user ran the script.

The remaining details can be filled in by browsing the GIMP’s Script-Fu API and asking
questions. Here’s a list of functions (in no particular order) your instructor used to solve
this problem:

gimp-layer-set-offsets
gimp-image-merge-down
gimp-context-set-background
gimp-drawable-height
gimp-selection-grow
gimp-layer-new
gimp-text-layer-new
gimp-image-undo-group-start
gimp-layer-set-name

gimp-selection-none
gimp-text-layer-set-color
gimp-edit-fill
gimp-displays-flush
gimp-drawable-width
gimp-image-add-layer
gimp-selection-layer-alpha
gimp-image-lower-layer
gimp-image-undo-group-end

3 Submission

Please submit according to these instructions. Violators will be prosecuted.

1. Drop your lolify.scm file into your submission directory on the W: drive. You may
overwrite this file as often as you like before the deadline.
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